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Background and purpose: Online adaptive radiotherapy (oART) potentially reduces the dose to organs at
risk (OARs) as the planning target volume (PTV) margins are reduced compared to a non-adaptive
approach (non-ART). This study evaluates the feasibility and dosimetric impact of cone-beam computed
tomography (CBCT)-guided oART of urinary bladder cancer for the first patients treated, using patient-
specific margins.
Materials and methods: Sixteen consecutive patients with muscle-invasive bladder cancer received two or
more (median = 23) fractions as oART, and remaining fractions as non-ART. The non-ART fractions were
delivered with standard population-based margins, while reduced patient-specific margins based on
intra-fractional variations extracted from 2-4 fractions were applied to the primary PTV (PTV-T) during
the oART fractions. Target volume and coverage, and dose to OARs were compared between non-ART
and oART plans, and the oART procedure time was recorded.
Results: In total, 297/512 fractions were delivered as oART with full re-optimization to the anatomy of
the day. The median (interquartile range, IQR) oART procedure time, measured from the end of CBCT gen-
eration to completion of plan review, and quality assurance was 13.9 (11.9;16.6) min. The median (IQR)
volume reduction in PTV-T volume was 33.9 (24.2;45.0)%, comparing oART and non-ART plans, resulting
in median (IQR) reductions in bowel bag V45Gy of 18.8 (12.7;27.9)% and rectum V50Gy of 70.7 (35.9;94.8)%.
By re-optimizing the plan to the daily anatomy, full target coverage was achieved at all oART fractions.
Conclusions: oART resulted in large reductions in treatment volumes and doses to OARs, compared to
non-ART, while ensuring target coverage. This indicates potential reductions in gastrointestinal toxicity.
� 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. Radiotherapy and Oncology xxx (2022) xxx–xxx This is

an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
To account for uncertainties related to tumor localization, delin-
eation, physical beam parameters, and anatomical variations, mar-
gins are added to the clinical target volume (CTV) to create a
planning target volume (PTV). Optimizing the PTV coverage
ensures an acceptable probability of CTV coverage during radio-
therapy [1,2]. However, the addedmargins also result in irradiation
of large volumes of normal tissue. Technology advancements have
demonstrated that a reduction in the irradiated volume can
decrease the toxicity related to irradiation of organs at risk (OARs).
Examples of this include stepping from three-dimensional confor-
mal radiotherapy (CRT) to the more conformal intensity-
modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) for several tumor sites, such as
lung [3–8], head and neck [9–12], and urinary bladder [13]. Despite
the efficiency of conforming the dose to the PTV, the CTV-PTV mar-
gins still account for a large part of the irradiated volume. Reducing
the margins may have equal or larger effect on the irradiated vol-
ume and toxicity as the implementation of IMRT [9,13]. By using
image-based monitoring of geometrical and anatomical variations,
it is possible to adapt the treatment to fit the anatomy of the day
and account for inter-fractional variations. Implementation of
adaptive radiotherapy (ART) has been limited in success due to
e.g. technical limitations, but studies have demonstrated its bene-
fits in irradiated volume and target coverage. The adaptive strate-
gies in pelvic radiotherapy have evolved from offline re-planning
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[14–17] towards increased utilization of online adaptive radiother-
apy (oART) using a plan selection approach [18–21].

Patients with urinary bladder cancer often display large inter-
fractional variations in volume and shape of the CTV [22–24],
why ART is of interest. While the plan selection approach has been
the primary oARTmethod for these patients [25,26], it is not adapt-
ing fully to the anatomy of the day. Taking the full leap to online
adaptation based on targets and OARs delineated on the daily anat-
omy may further reduce the margins as the inter-fractional varia-
tions are accounted for [27]. However, as the intra-fractional
anatomical variations are large [27–29], a time-efficient treatment
procedure is crucial for safe margin reduction without compromis-
ing target coverage.

The aim of this study was to investigate the feasibility and dosi-
metric impact of oART and compare it to the standard non-
adaptive cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) guided (non-
ART) approach, for patients with urinary bladder cancer. This paper
reports on target volume reductions, OAR sparing, and timing
achieved for the first patients treated with a novel commercial
solution for artificial intelligence (AI)-driven, CBCT-guided oART
with full re-optimization to the anatomy of the day.
Material and methods

This study included 16 consecutive patients with muscle-
invasive urinary bladder cancer treated with curative-intended
radiotherapy in 32 fractions between September 2019 and Febru-
ary 2021 (Table 1). All patients received oART for two or more (me-
dian = 23) fractions, with remaining fractions delivered as non-
ART. A total dose of 64 Gy was delivered to the primary CTV
(CTV-T). If indicated according to Danish national guidelines [30],
50 Gy and 64 Gy were simultaneously delivered to pelvic lymph
nodes (CTV-E) and positive lymph nodes (CTV-N), respectively.
All patients provided informed written consent and treatments
were delivered under institutional approval.

The Ethos Therapy system (Varian Medical Systems, VMS) used
for AI-driven, CBCT-guided oART has been described elsewhere
[31–33]. A brief description of the oART workflow as well as
non-ART workflow is included in Appendix A. Supplementary
material.
Simulation and contouring

Reference computed tomography (ref-CT) and magnetic reso-
nance (ref-MR) scans were acquired in supine position approxi-
mately one week prior to treatment. The patients emptied their
Table 1
Patient characteristics, including sex, age in years, whether the patient had a CTV-E, whet
additional comments.

Patient Sex Age CTV-E ref-MR # o

1 M 78 Yes Yes 29
2 M 57 Yes Yes 26
3 M 80 Yes Yes 8
4 F 71 No Yes 6
5 M 76 No No 32
6 F 62 Yes Yes 3
7 M 73 Yes Yes 4
8 M 63 Yes Yes 2
9 F 67 Yes No 19
10 F 81 Yes Yes 15
11 F 71 No No 26
12 F 72 Yes Yes 28
13 F 61 No Yes 24
14 M 50 Yes Yes 22
15 F 72 No Yes 28
16 M 83 Yes Yes 25
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bladder and used rectal laxatives prior to the reference scans as
well as treatments if needed. They were furthermore instructed
to avoid consuming fluids two hours prior to the oART treatments
to reduce the intra-fractional variation.

CTV-T was defined as the entire bladder and, when indicated,
other involved organs such as the prostate or seminal vesicles.
The CTV-T non-ART delineation strategy was changed during the
inclusion period to consolidate the delineation procedures of
non-ART and oART, while the strategy for oART was the same for
all patients. For 13 of the patients, the bladder part of the CTV-T
non-ART was defined as the union of the bladder on ref-CT and
ref-MR; for the remaining patients it was defined in the same
way as the CTV-T oART, i.e. CT-based with MR-guidance in caudal
parts where the visibility on CT was limited and the bladder filling
had little impact on its shape. CTV-E included the pre-sacral nodes
from S1-S3, external iliac, internal iliac, and obturator nodes. OARs
were delineated on the ref-CT and included rectum, bowel bag, and
femoral heads. Rectum was contoured from the anal canal to the
recto-sigmoid transition. Bowel bag was delineated as the peri-
toneal space from the most caudal slice with visible bowel to at
least the most cranial slice with any PTV structure.

Initial contouring was conducted in Eclipse treatment planning
system (TPS (VMS)) and segmentations were imported to Ethos
TPS (VMS) for treatment planning.
Margins and initial treatment planning

Non-ART treatment plans followed institutional standard and
were based on population-based margins. The bladder part of
CTV-T was expanded 10 mm in cranial and caudal (CC) directions
and 6 mm in left and right (LR) as well as anterior and posterior
(AP) directions to generate primary internal target volume (ITV-
T), from which muscles and bones were excluded. An anisotropic
margin of 5 mm (8 mm CC) was added to ITV-T and the non-
bladder part of CTV-T (if any) to generate PTV-T. Similarly, an ani-
sotropic margin of 5 mm (8 mm CC) was added to CTV-E to create
PTV-E.

Adaptive reference plans were generated using patient-specific
CTV-T-to-PTV-T margins and reducing the CTV-E-to-PTV-E margin
to 3 mm LR and AP while keeping 8 mm CC, due to uncertainties in
the target deformation during the oART procedure and experience
from simulations prior to implementation [31]. The patient-
specific margins were calculated extracting the maximum intra-
fractional bladder variation as observed on pre- and post-
treatment CBCTs during two to four non-ART fractions prior to
the start of oART, with an extra 5 mm isotropic margin added.
her supplementary ref-MR images were acquired, number of oART fractions (fx), and

ART fx Comments

Prostate included in CTV-T, Urinary catheter
Urinary catheter
Prostate included in CTV-T

Hernia with bladder extending into scrotum, Urinary catheter
CTV-N along right iliac vessel, Urinary catheter

Nephrostomy catheter
Nephrostomy catheter

Urinary catheter
Prostate and seminal vesicles included in CTV-T
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The intra-fractional bladder variation was measured in all six
directions using anatomical landmarks (e.g. symphysis, femoral
heads, and spinal column) as reference measuring points. Three
patients received oART from the first fractions; for one patient,
the intra-fractional variation was measured from an additional
ref-CT acquired 12 min after the standard ref-CT; for two other
patients, initial CTV-T-to-PTV-T margins were derived from mar-
gins of previous oART patients.

Non-ART plans were generated in either Ethos v1.0 (12/16
patients) or Eclipse v15.6 (4/16 patients) TPS, while all adaptive
reference plans were generated in Ethos TPS. All dose calculations
were carried out using AcurosXB algorithm (VMS), calculating dose
to medium, with plan normalization to achieve a PTV-T mean dose
of 100% of the prescribed dose as per institutional standard. The
offline (non-ART and adaptive reference) and online (adapted and
scheduled) generated treatment plans used a calculation resolu-
tion of 2.5 and 3 mm, respectively; the sparser resolution for online
plans was used to reduce the calculation time. Plans were evalu-
ated in accordance with constraints and priorities in Table 2.
Plan-specific quality assurance (QA) was conducted prior to treat-
ment using an independent dose calculation software (Mobius3D
and MobiusAdapt, VMS).
Online adaptation

oART treatments were carried out on the Ethos system v2.0
(VMS), with bladder and rectum as so-called influencers, and tar-
gets and OARs re-generated at each fraction. The influencers are
a set of system-defined structures in the closest proximity to the
target, influencing the deformation of it (see Appendix A. Supple-
mentary material for details on the oART workflow). A CBCT image
was acquired after the adaptive procedure but before treatment
delivery the first three oART fractions and thereafter whenever
indicated (e.g. due to patient movement as observed on a monitor
or pro-longed oART procedure) to verify that the bladder was cov-
ered by the PTV-T, hence validating the margins. If necessary, to
ensure CTV coverage, the treatment couch was shifted before treat-
ment delivery.

In addition to the radiotherapy technicians conducting the oART
workflow, a physicist was present at all oART fractions and a physi-
cian was present whenever needed (at all fractions for the first
patients and at least at the first four fractions for the latter
patients).
Evaluation parameters and statistical analysis

Adapted, scheduled, adaptive reference and non-ART plans gen-
erated in Ethos TPS were exported and transferred to Eclipse TPS.
Data extracted from Eclipse TPS were evaluated in Matlab
(R2019a, The MathWorks, Inc.). Differences in target volumes and
clinically relevant dose-volume parameters of OARs (Table 2)
between the non-ART plan and the oART plans (adaptive
reference-, scheduled- and adapted plan) were analyzed in a
non-accumulated, fraction-wise manner, with each plan scaled to
Table 2
Dose constraints and priorities on target coverage and OARs.

Priority Structure Constraint

1 PTV-T V95% � 99%
1 PTV-T Dmax � 107%
1 PTV-E V95% � 99%
2 Rectum V50Gy � 25%
2 Rectum V40Gy � 50%
2 Bowel bag V45Gy < 300 cm3

2 Bowel bag V30Gy < 600 cm3

2 Femoral heads Dmax < 52 Gy
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32 fractions. Target coverage was compared between scheduled
and adapted plans, and the plan selected for treatment was
recorded. The plan quality was retrospectively evaluated using
conformity index (CI) (CI = (V95%,PTV-T)2/(VPTV-T � V95%,Body), where
V95%,PTV-T and V95%,Body is the volume of PTV-T and body, respec-
tively, receiving 95% or more of the prescribed dose, and VPTV-T is
the volume of PTV-T) [34,35], and homogeneity index (HI)
(HI = (D2% � D98%)/D50%, where D2%, D98%, and D50% is the dose
received by 2%, 98%, and 50% of the volume, respectively) [2]. Wil-
coxon signed-rank tests were used to test whether data of sched-
uled and adapted plans came from different distributions, at a
Bonferroni adjusted significance level of 1.25% (=5%/4). oART pro-
cedure durations were extracted from treatment records.
Results

In total, 297 out of 512 fractions were delivered as oART, with
remaining fractions delivered using the non-ART plan (Table 1).
Because of limited number of trained staff, the COVID-19 pandemic
and downtime due to maintenance and upgrade of the system, the
number of oART fractions varied among the patients. As experience
was gained over the delivered oART fractions, a workflow and
adaptive margin calculation procedure was established.

All oART fractions except one (patient 1), due to technical issues
in session reconstruction, were exported from Ethos TPS, resulting
in 296 analyzed oART fractions. Treatment records of 282/296 frac-
tions were extracted; remaining fractions could not be extracted
due to technical issues and were therefore not included when eval-
uating the oART procedure duration.

The median (IQR) oART procedure duration measured from the
end of CBCT generation to completion of plan review and QA was
13.9 (11.9;16.6) minutes. Influencer review and edit had a median
(IQR) duration of 7.3 (5.9;9.6) minutes while target review and
edit, and plan selection and QA took 1.2 (0.9;1.5) and 4.9
(4.2;6.1) minutes, respectively (Fig. 1). None of the oART treat-
ments were discontinued due to added time spent on the oART
procedure.

The seminal vesicles were added as an influencer for patient 16
after eight oART fractions to improve the propagation of CTV-T
which included the seminal vesicles. For the same reason, the blad-
der was excluded as an influencer for patient 7. As patient 7 was
radically prostatectomized, the position of the bladder deviated,
which degraded the AI-driven auto-generation of the bladder
influencer.

The adapted plan was selected for treatment in 292/296 frac-
tions, with target coverage being the major reason. The CI and HI
of adapted plans were superior to scheduled plans (p < 0.001 for
both), and similar to non-ART and adaptive reference plans
(Table 3).

All plan-specific QA resulted in gamma passing rates (3%/3mm,
global gamma, 20% dose threshold) above the clinical tolerance
(>95%), with acceptable differences (within 3%) in target and OAR
dose-volume parameters.
55%

9%

36%
Influencer review
7.3 (5.9;9.6) min

Target review
1.2 (0.9;1.5) min

Plan Selection
& QA

4.9 (4.2;6.1) min

Fig. 1. Median (IQR) duration of the different steps in the oART procedure and the
distribution between them.



Table 3
Median (IQR) conformity (CI) and homogeneity index (HI) for the different treatment
plans.

Plan CI HI

Non-ART 0.89 (0.88;0.91) 0.04 (0.04;0.05)
Adaptive reference 0.89 (0.87;0.92) 0.05 (0.04;0.05)
Scheduled 0.75 (0.68;0.79) 0.15 (0.10;0.28)
Adapted 0.87 (0.85;0.90) 0.04 (0.04;0.06)
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Applying patient-specific margins resulted in CTV-T-to-PTV-T
margins ranging from 8-13 mm, 5–10 mm, 5–8 mm, and 5–
10 mm in cranial, caudal, LR, and AP directions, respectively. The
median (IQR) volume reductions in PTV-T and PTV-E were 33.9
(24.2;45.0)% and 7.1 (4.5;10.3)% during the oART fractions com-
pared to corresponding non-ART volumes (Fig. 2, graphical exam-
ples in Appendix A. Supplementary material, Fig. A3). Besides the
margin reduction, the PTV-T volume was affected by variations
in the CTV-T, i.e. the bladder (Fig. 2). The variations in bladder vol-
ume and shape resulted in lack of PTV-T coverage (V95% < 99%) in
89.5% of all scheduled plans, while re-optimization regained cover-
age in 99.7% of all adapted plans (Fig. 3). Similarly, CTV-T coverage
was lacking (V95% < 99%) in 19.6% of the scheduled plans and in
none of the adapted plans. The Wilcoxon signed-rank tests for
Fig. 2. The boxplots present CTV-T volume (top left), PTV-T volume (top right), bowel
fractions for the 16 patients analyzed. The dash-dotted lines represent the value achieved
achieved in the standard non-ART approach; the dashed line (bottom left and right) repre
the median value, the box the inter-quartile range (IQR), and the whiskers indicate the
defined as values greater than (P75 + 1.5 � IQR) or smaller than (P25 + 1.5 � IQR), wher
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CTV-T and PTV-T coverage comparing adapted and scheduled plans
both gave p < 0.001.

oART resulted in median (IQR) reductions of rectum V50Gy and
V40Gy of 6.6 (1.5;11.6) percentage points and 12.4 (4.0;21.4) per-
centage points, respectively, compared to non-ART (Fig. 2). This
corresponds to relative reductions of 70.7 (35.9;94.8)% and 38.8
(14.9;57.2)%. The reductions in bowel bag V45Gy and V30Gy were
78.8 (48.1;103.5) cm3 and 67.4 (30;103.5) cm3, respectively, corre-
sponding to 18.8 (12.7;27.9)% and 12.6 (6.0;18.8)% (Fig. 2). The
maximum dose to the femoral heads was below 52 Gy for all plans.

Discussion

One major finding in this study was a 33.9% median volume
reduction in the PTV-T, comparing oART to non-ART. As demon-
strated by the lack of PTV-T coverage in the scheduled plans, the
large margin reductions often required full re-optimization to the
anatomy of the day to ensure target coverage (Fig. 3); target cover-
age was primarily evaluated based on PTV-T rather than CTV-T due
to intra-fractional bladder variations. Since the scheduled plan
often was ruled out based on PTV coverage, evaluation of the dose
to OARs added little value to the selection of plan. This was further-
more demonstrated by the superior CI and HI of adapted plans
compared to scheduled plans (Table 3).
bag V45Gy (bottom left), and rectum V50Gy (bottom right) variations during oART
in the adaptive reference plan; the dotted lines represent the corresponding values
sent the clinical constraint for the OAR (Table 2). The inner line of the boxes denotes
range of data within (1.5 � IQR). The outliers are presented as single markers and
e P75 and P25 are the 75th and 25th percentile.



Fig. 3. The boxplots present CTV-T (left) and PTV-T (right) coverage (V95%) for
adapted and scheduled plans. The dotted lines represent the corresponding values
achieved in the standard non-ART approach. The inner line of the boxes denotes the
median value, the box the inter-quartile range (IQR), and the whiskers indicate the
range of data within (1.5 � IQR). The outliers are presented as single markers and
defined as values greater than (P75 + 1.5 � IQR) or smaller than (P25 + 1.5 � IQR),
where P75 and P25 are the 75th and 25th percentile.
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Inter-fractional volume variations in PTV-T oART and lack of its
coverage were primarily a result of variations in the CTV-T, i.e. the
bladder (Fig. 2), which varied among the patients. For some, offline
re-planning with reduced CTV-to-PTV-margins might be a suffi-
cient option. However, with less frequent adaptation, one might
not dare to decrease the margins in the same extent as for oART.

PTV-T reductions achieved in this study correspond to previ-
ously reported simulation studies [36,37]. Both Vestergaard et al.
and Kong et al. report on the superiority of the re-optimization
approach using the same CTV-T-to-PTV-T margin for all patients
compared to the plan selection approach. In contrast, this study
used patient-specific margins to account for intra-fractional varia-
tions, giving a range of CTV-T-to-PTV-T margins. As all patients,
including those with catheter, showed intra-fractional variations
in the bladder, the PTV-T margin was larger than 5 mm in all direc-
tions for all patients. Nevertheless, the dose to both rectum and
bowel bag were lower compared to the non-ART approach for all
patients. Moving from non-ART to oART resulted in more plans ful-
filling the bowel bag V45Gy < 300 cm3 constraint, which is an impor-
tant dose-volume parameter related to gastrointestinal toxicity
[38,39]. Søndergaard et al. [13] demonstrated a reduction of peak
acute gastrointestinal morbidity (CTCAE v.4.0) grade � 2 diarrhea
from 56% to 30% when comparing CRT to IMRT for patients with
bladder cancer. The obtained PTV volume and OAR dose reductions
achieved in this study thus indicate promising potential toxicity
reductions.

Clinical use of the re-optimization approach has until recently
been limited due to the cumbersome re-delineation and treatment
planning. There are limitations in other studies reporting on clini-
cal experience and timing with this treatment approach for bladder
cancer patients [31]. This study demonstrated a median oART pro-
cedure of 13.9 min, which is vastly faster than that reported for
MR-guided oART of rectal cancer of 43 min from first MR-image
to end of treatment [40], even if 2–5 min is added for treatment
delivery. The procedure time presented in this study is representa-
tive for the added steps of the oART workflow and should be com-
pared to the time for online image registration and evaluation in a
41
non-ART workflow. In addition to anatomical site, affecting which
influencers and targets are involved, the oART procedure time
depends on e.g. the staff’s experience and patient characteristics.
In accordance with Intven et al. [40], recontouring was the most
time-consuming step of the oART procedure. In the present study,
more than half of the procedure time was spent on editing influ-
encers to ensure correct target propagation, and the variety in
characteristics among the patients (Table 1) required different
extent of editing. At the time of this study, the version of the sys-
tem had difficulties defining influencers in cases for which the AI
was not yet trained, e.g. patients with hernia or catheter, leading
to a more extensive need for influencer editing. Given the dosimet-
ric benefits, the oART procedure was, however, deemed feasible
also for those patients. Implementing a novel system, with limited
experience prior to inclusion of patients furthermore affected the
procedure time. Having staff under training throughout the study
period, and due to the dependence of patient characteristics, no
overall decrease in procedure time was seen over the patients.
The time slot reserved for oART of bladder cancer is currently
30 min per fraction, while corresponding non-ART time slot is
15 min.

One limitation of this study was basing the patient-specific
margins on intra-fractional variation during non-ART fractions,
without taking the added time of the oART procedure into account.
Furthermore, the number of fractions used to calculate the margins
varied. However, by acquiring an extra pre-treatment CBCT image
prior to treatment delivery, the suitability of the margins was ver-
ified, and the target coverage was ensured.

Another limitation was the absence of dose calculation of the
non-ART plan on the daily anatomy and dose accumulation for
both non-ART and oART plans. This study included comparisons
of oART plans calculated on the anatomy of both ref-CT (i.e. adap-
tive reference plan) and daily CBCTs (re-calculated: scheduled
plan, re-optimized: adapted plan) to non-ART plans calculated
solely on ref-CT. Accumulated doses in combination with non-
ART plan calculations on daily anatomy would give a more repre-
sentative picture of the actual dose delivered over the fractions.
However, the relationship between the adaptive reference and
non-ART plans indicates what could be achieved with the two
treatment strategies on the same anatomy and demonstrated great
sparing of OARs.
Conclusions

This study has demonstrated the feasibility and time-efficiency
of CBCT-guided oART of urinary bladder cancer with full re-
optimization to the anatomy of the day, using a novel commercial
AI-driven solution. While oART required additional treatment time
compared to non-ART, it resulted in reductions in treatment vol-
umes and dose-volume parameters of bowel bag and rectum, indi-
cating potential reduction in gastrointestinal toxicity for the
patients.
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